et al., 1998). Since mitral cells express high levels of Furthermore, the extent to which spillover contributes NMDA receptors (Petralia et al., 1994a (Petralia et al., , 1994b , the APVto excitatory transmission is unclear since nerve-evoked sensitive excitatory current may reflect the self-excitaEPSCs in the hippocampus largely represent local syntion (Nicoll and Jahr, 1982) of mitral dendrites by locally aptic actions of glutamate.
released glutamate ( Figure 1D ). Can glutamate spillover alone govern excitatory transIn the presence of GABA A antagonists, the excitatory mission between central neurons? To address this quescurrent following the voltage step was unaffected by tion directly, I studied excitatory transmission mediated the AMPA receptor antagonist NBQX (10 M; Figure 2 ). by mitral cells of the rat olfactory bulb. Mitral cells reThis rules out a role for AMPA receptors in self-excitalease glutamate from their dendrites at synaptic contion, but it is unclear whether the excitatory current reptacts formed onto the dendritic spines of local inhibitory resents a direct action of glutamate on mitral dendrites. One possibility is that the excitatory current is triggered * To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: isaacson@ by NMDA receptors on an intervening cell, which mediu.washington.edu).
ates reciprocal feedback excitation via a different excit- † Present address: Department of Neurosciences, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093. atory transmitter. To rule out this possibility, I studied Given the lack of synaptic contacts between mitral cells, what mechanism can account for the excitatory transmission in paired recordings? One possibility is that glutamate "spills over" from release sites at mitralto-granule dendritic synapses at concentrations sufficient to activate NMDA receptors on nearby mitral cells. If mitral-to-mitral transmission is due to a diffuse action of glutamate at a distance, then glutamate transporters may limit the excitatory current. Consistent with this hypothesis, the selective glutamate uptake inhibitor L-trans-pyrrolidine-2,4-dicarboxylic acid (PDC, 100-200 M) caused a marked enhancement of mitral-to-mitral transmission ( Figures 5A and 5B ) in all cells examined (n ϭ 11; Figure 5B ). In three cell pairs, excitatory currents under control conditions were virtually undetectable but became pronounced following blockade of glutamate uptake ( Figure 5A 2 ). This indicates that transmission between mitral cells that is initially "silent" can be revealed when glutamate transporters are inhibited.
Overall, excitatory transmission was clearly evident in In contrast to its action on excitatory transmission locally saturated during self-excitation. Blocking glutan ϭ 13; Figure 5D ). These findings suggest that the decay time course of transmission between mitral cells mate uptake did not effect the decay time course of is governed by glutamate uptake. It is unlikely that elecself-excitation (control , 174 Ϯ 19 ms; PDC , 180 Ϯ 20 trotonic filtering could account for the slow kinetics of ms; n ϭ 14; Figure 5D ). The lack of action of PDC on these currents since there was no correlation between the time course of these responses is consistent with their rise and decay times (r 2 ϭ 0.06, n ϭ 13). Taken the results from the MK-801 experiments and confirms together, the slow kinetics and sensitivity to uptake of that channel kinetics govern the decay of self-excitation.
the NMDA receptor-mediated currents, as well as the Theoretical studies (Rusakov and Kullmann, 1998) and lack of synaptic contacts between mitral cells, suggest experiments in outside-out patches (Clements and Westthat glutamate spillover underlies excitatory transmisbrook, 1991) predict that a relatively low concentration sion between mitral cells. of glutamate acting upon distant NMDA receptors would Following the blockade of glutamate uptake, large yield an excitatory current with a very slow rising phase. spontaneously occurring excitatory currents were obIndeed, the 10%-90% rise time of mitral-to-mitral reserved in paired recordings (n ϭ 5). These events were sponses was 51 Ϯ 3 ms (n ϭ 8). An alternative explanatypically several hundred pA in amplitude and occurred tion is that mitral cell NMDA receptors have unusually synchronously in neighboring cells ( Figure 6A ). APV slow activation kinetics. To address this possibility, I completely abolished the events ( Figure 6A ) indicating studied NMDA receptor-mediated EPSCs generated by that they are mediated by NMDA receptors. Since they conventional axonic terminals of olfactory nerve (ON) occur in the presence of TTX, the simplest explanation fibers, which synapse on the distal dendritic tufts of for these large responses is that they reflect the nearly mitral cells in the glomerular layer. NMDA EPSCs were synchronous activation of a population of neighboring evoked (in the absence of TTX) via a stimulating elecmitral cells driven by the spillover of glutamate onto trode placed within the olfactory nerve layer in the pres-NMDA receptors and subsequent generation of Ca 2ϩ ence of picrotoxin and NBQX (10 M). Under these conspikes. Synchronous activity of neighboring mitral cells ditions, the ON-evoked NMDA EPSC rise time was 6.4 Ϯ was also observed in current clamp recordings in the 1.3 ms (n ϭ 4), considerably faster than responses absence of uptake inhibitors, and a typical experiment evoked between pairs of mitral cells. These results are is shown in Figure 6B . Under control conditions in the consistent with the activation kinetics ‫01ف(‬ ms rise time) absence of TTX, mitral cell pairs (8/11) fired in synchroof NMDA receptors in other central preparations (Clemnous bursts. Synchronous bursting was blocked by APV ents and Westbrook, 1991; Jonas and Sakmann, 1992; (n ϭ 3) or Mg 2ϩ (1.5 mM, n ϭ 2), indicating that it requires Isaacson and Walmsley, 1995) and indicates that synap-NMDA receptors ( Figure 6B ). These experiments sugtic NMDA receptors can be activated more quickly folgest that glutamate spillover and NMDA receptors prolowing transmitter release than extrasynaptic ones. vide a mechanism for concerted firing in groups of The rise times of excitatory currents in mitral cell pairs neighboring mitral cells. were not significantly different following the blockade of glutamate uptake (61 Ϯ 6 ms, n ϭ 13; Figure 5D ). Discussion However, their decay time course was significantly slower in the presence of the uptake inhibitor (control In this study, I have characterized a novel form of excitatory transmission mediated entirely by glutamate , 290 Ϯ 54 ms, n ϭ 8, versus PDC , 608 Ϯ 113 ms, In this study, glutamate released from one mitral cell 1 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , 26.2 mM NaHCO 3 , and 11 mM glucose, which was
